Abstract. We present plasma data from IMP 8 and Voyager 2 demonstrating the character o he current (1996) solar minimum and compare the current solar minimum to past solar i minima. Voyager 2 data from 50 AU and 16°S heliolatitude show a gradual 100 km/s ncrease in solar wind velocity which reaches a plateau of 580 km/s for 75 days in late 1996. t We suggest that this plateau, from which solar rotation signatures are absent, represents the ime of solar minimum. We find that the current solar minimum closely resembles that of the e 1 1976 solar minimum; both are characterized by relatively thick streamer belts. During th 986-87 solar minimum the streamer belt was only half as thick (∼8°) as in 1976 and 1996. n This suggests a possible 22 year cycle in solar wind characteristics and we predict that at the ext solar minimum in about 2007 the streamer belt will again be very thin.
Introduction
The solar wind varies with heliomagnetic latitude; at low magnetic latitudes it is slow, cold, t and dense and at high magnetic latitudes it is fast, hot, and tenuous. Since the Sun's dipole is ilted, the Sun's rotation causes regions of fast and slow solar wind to alternate along a given g s radius [i.e., Gosling et al., 1976] . These fast and slow streams eventually collide, formin hocks, which modify the solar wind flow and transfer kinetic energy into thermal energy, m heating the plasma. Solar minimum is the time of the solar cycle when the tilt of the Sun's agnetic dipole is smallest. [We note that although the Sun's field is roughly dipolar at solar m minimum and we discuss the field in terms of a dipole presentation, the actual structure is ost complicated than this.] When the tilt is small the interaction of fast and slow streams is o least and the solar wind parameters vary more smoothly with heliolatitude. A very nice review f solar cycle variations of the solar wind is given by Gazis [1996] . Sunspot number data is available from the National Geophysical Data Base (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/). Solar wind data from the previous solar minimum has been thoroughly analyzed and e e reported in the literature. Miyake et al. [1988] reported that high-speed streams wer xcluded from the equator in the inner heliosphere in 1986 and 1987. Gazis [1993] shows that t IMP 8, whose orbit varies between ±7.25°heliolatitude, observes high-speed streams whereas he Pioneer Venus Orbiter, whose orbit varies between ±3.8°, did not. e I This is consistent with results from the outer heliosphere. Richardson et al. [1995] compar MP 8 and Voyager 2 data and find that near solar minimum in 1986-87 the two spacecraft N observe similar velocities only when IMP 8 is at low latitudes (Voyager 2 is at 20 AU and 2°h eliolatitude), again suggesting a very narrow low-speed region. Figure 1 reviews the t 1 velocity data from Voyager 2 and Pioneer 10 and 11 from this solar minimum. Pioneer 11 a 6°N heliolatitude saw only high-speed (∼650 km/s) flow from 86.4-87.5. Pioneer 10 s ( observed low (∼400 km/s) speed flow at 4°N heliolatitude. Voyager 2 saw even lower speed (∼380 km/s) very close to the equator. All these observations are consistent with the picture of a narrow streamer belt and a large latitudinal velocity gradient.
High-speed streams have significant geomagnetic effects, so their location with respect to r u Earth latitudes is important. The locations of stream boundaries may also provide clues fo nderstanding the temporal changes in the Sun over the solar cycle. a f As the next solar minimum is upon, or nearly upon, us, it is appropriate to review the dat rom the last few solar minima and compare these data with data from the present epoch. We c describe current observations at 1 AU (IMP 8) and 50 AU (Voyager 2) and compare and ontrast these data with those from the 1976 and 1986 minima. We suggest that the present t solar minimum has already occurred, is similar to that observed in 1976 but different from hat in 1986, and that this may imply that a 22-year cycle is operating. Paularena et al. [1996] and may be due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz e t instability. The average density decreases slightly during this period and the averag emperature remains flat.
O
We consider three possible explanations for this velocity increase: 2 1) It is a result of Voyager 2 moving to higher latitudes, ) It is a recurrence of the long-term velocity increases previously observed 3) It is a solar minimum effect.
A latitude effect seems an unlikely explanation since the velocity peaks and then becomes t lower again after day 300 even though Voyager 2 continues to move to higher latitudes. A emporal change, such as the 1.3-year period velocity oscillations reported by Richardson et i al. [1994] , could explain some of the characteristics of this velocity increase. The velocity ncrease of 100 km/s is similar in magnitude to these oscillations and, although the 1996 peak s c is two years after the previous velocity increase, the period of the velocity oscillation hanged at the last solar minimum [Gazis, 1996] and could presumably do so again. Two s V points which argue against this interpretation are illustrated in Figure 3 . The figure show oyager 2 and IMP 8 velocity and temperature data from 1986 to 1996; the Voyager 2 data e s are time-shifted to 1 AU using a 50-day running average of the observed velocity at th pacecraft. The 1.3-year velocity increases were accompanied by temperature increases, but h the current increase is not. The 1.3-year velocity increases were seen throughout the eliosphere, at Venus (Pioneer Venus Orbiter), Earth, Pioneer 10, Pioneer 11, and Voyager 2 y w [Gazis et al., 1995] . The IMP 8 and Voyager 2 velocities from 1988 to 1995 match ver ell, with each major velocity increase observed by both spacecraft. Starting in 1995, v Voyager velocities are much larger than IMP 8 velocities; thus we think the recent Voyager 2 elocity increase is not a continuation of the large-scale velocity enhancements observed previously. As discussed above, at the last solar minimum the solar wind velocity had a strong 2 w latitudinal velocity gradient. This is apparent in Figure 3 
iscussion

Width of the Streamer Belt
A simple representation of how the tilt of the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) and the . W width of the streamer belt determine what a spacecraft would observe is shown in Figure 5 e assume a dipolar field and label the tilt of the dipole α (which equals the maximum tilt of s the current sheet from the equator) and the half-width of the streamer belt δ. In 1986-87, the olar wind profile had steep radial gradients and that the streamer belt was very narrow, . T extending less than 5°on either side of heliographic equator (see middle panel of Figure 4) his suggests that the tilt of the HCS was also very small; based on PVO and IMP 8 . T magnetic field observations, Gazis [1993] deduced the inclination was on the order of 3°h is is consistent with the roughly 4°tilt of the current sheet derived from Wilcox a r Observatory photospheric magnetic field observations using a potential field model with adial boundary condition at the photosphere and a source surface radius of 3.25 solar radii ; s [Wilcox Solar Observatory World Wide Web page, http://quake.stanford.edu/˜wso/Tilts.html ee also Phillips et al., 1994] . Since high speed streams were observed above about 5°and t e not below 4°, then δ must equal α+5, so that even at the maximum tilt the streamer bel xtended to 5°. For α=3°, this implies that the half-width of the streamer belt was about 8°. w The highest heliolatitude at which low speed streamer belt solar wind would be detected ould then be 11°. Since the transition region from low-to high-speed wind was about 2°in
. T this epoch [Miyake et al., 1988] , above roughly 13°only high speed wind would be observed his is consistent with the Pioneer 11 results which show that low speed wind was not present at a heliolatitude of 16°.
The 1976 and 1996 solar minima seem qualitatively different from the 1986 minimum but, f at least in the IMP 8 speed data, similar to each other. In both of these time periods the requency of occurrence of high-speed solar wind was greatly reduced. The 50-day running t n averages show that small velocity increases were detected at the furthest southerly (but no ortherly) excursions in latitude. This implies a minimum half-width for the streamer region r O of 7°, plus the inclination of the current sheet. The Wilcox Solar Observatory [Wilcox Sola bservatory World Wide Web page http://quake.stanford.edu/˜wso/Tilts.html] results show n 1 that the average tilt angle was about 7°in 1976 and was as low as 2.8°and as high as 10°i 996. Thus the minimum half-width of the streamer belt region was 14°in 1976 and ranges V from 10°to 17°in 1996, up to at least twice as thick as in 1986. This is consistent with 1996 oyager 2 observations which indicate that Voyager 2 at 16°S latitude is an a transition d b region between the 400 km/s streamer belt wind and the 700 km/s high-latitude wind observe y Ulysses at high latitudes [Phillips et al., 1995] . The Ulysses pole-to-pole pass indicated , 1 that in early 1995 the streamer belt had a half-width of roughly 22°latitude [Phillips et al. 995] . After 1995 Ulysses remained in high-speed flow until October of 1996, when it first F began to detect solar wind speeds below 700 km/s at 30°N heliolatitude [Gosling et al., 1997] o ra1 0°tilt the half-width of the streamer belt plus the transition region must then be about t a 20°. This is nearly identical to the width at the time of the pole-to-pole Ulysses pass bu lmost twice as wide as in 1986-87.
The complete solar cycle lasts 22 years (the time between successive northward solar dipole e s orientations). The solar minimum data we have shown suggests that the behavior of th treamer belt may alternate between successive solar minima. Since relatively thick streamer t w belts were observed in 1976 (>14°) and 1996 (∼20°) compared to the relatively thin bel hich was present in 1986 (∼8°), we predict that the next solar minimum in roughly 2007 D will have a relatively thin belt.
etecting Solar Minimum
When solar minimum is reached the inclination of the current sheet may be only a few y c degrees, so stream interactions are relatively unimportant. Spacecraft which remain at nearl onstant heliolatitude would see steady velocity profiles with the velocity magnitude 1 depending on the latitude. Voyager 2, Pioneer 10, and Pioneer 11 all observed such profiles in 986-1987. We suggest that the plateau of velocity observed by Voyager 2 in 1996 may u w represent the passage of solar wind generated at solar minimum. The mid-point of the platea as at about day 260; using the observed velocity at Voyager 2 to determine the time of t origin at the Sun, this corresponds to about day 110, the middle of April. This is very close to he tentative times for solar minimum given by Thompson [1996] based on the magnetic o structure of sunspot regions and from predictions based on interplanetary scintillation bservations. Figure 6 shows daily averages of IMP 8 velocity. The variation in velocity shows a distinct . T minimum from 1996.35 to 1996.65 due to a decrease in the maximum velocities observed he timing of this feature is nearly coincident with the plateau in Voyager 2 velocity shown r m in Figure 2 (time-shifted to 1 AU). We think this is also an indicator of the time of sola inimum and minimum current sheet tilt (with lack of high-speed wind due to the low tilt t angle); the precise timing may be influenced by IMP 8 being at low heliolatitudes at these imes. It would certainly be very interesting if the structure of the solar wind allowed us to 9 m determine the timing of solar minimum (whose exact timing in generally not known until 6-onths after the event since it is based on smoothed averages of sunspot number).
Summary
As the next solar minimum (and next solar cycle) approaches (or perhaps has arrived), we s look at plasma data from the current epoch and compare it with data from the previous two olar minima. Voyager 2 observed a large rise in solar wind velocity beginning in late 1995 e v which ended at a plateau of 580 km/s solar wind speed of about 75 days duration before th elocity began to decrease. This increase was not associated with a temperature increase and d v was not observed at IMP 8; thus, the character of this feature differs from the 1.3-year perio elocity oscillations observed earlier this solar cycle. We believe the increase is due to a s h narrowing of the streamer belt with the approaching solar minimum, so that Voyager detect igher speed flow normally associated with higher latitudes. We show that in 1986 a more o pronounced thinning of the streamer belt occurred centered at solar minimum, to roughly 50% f the width in 1996. In 1976 the character of the solar wind observations and width of the t o streamer belt are similar to 1996. One possible explanation is that we are observing an effec f a 22-year cycle, which leads to the prediction of a thin current sheet at the next solar t s minimum in ∼2007. We also suggest that flow in the heliosphere becomes nearly laminar a olar minimum, with little or no stream interaction occurring. The plateau in velocity in late e o 1996 may correspond to the time of this laminar flow, and thus pinpoint the approximate tim f solar minimum. Thus we predict that solar minimum occurred between late-March and A mid-May, a prediction will be verified (or not) when the sunspot number begins to increase. 
